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بارم

Vocabulary 

A. Look at the pictures and then fill in the blanks with your own words.

1) The ………..… pumps blood round the body. 

2) Water is a type of ………… 

3) Urmia …………… is in West Azarbaijan. 

4) African …………. is bigger than Indian one. 
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B: Choose the best words and fill in the blanks. (There is one extra word.) 

 injured - drop – donate – defend 

5.Did the soldiers ………… their country bravely? 

6. There are thousands of white and red cells in a …………..of blood. 

7.Some people were badly …………... in the car accident. 
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C. Odd one out.

8. save - protect – take care of – hunt

9. bacteria - microbe - brain - viruses

10. heart - moon - blood - brain
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D: Match the definitions with the words. (There is one extra word) 

11 . in the place of someone or something else.(….)  a) future

11 . the time after now (......) b) instead
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Grammar 

E) Choose the correct answer.

11) Do you think the ………. are doing……….homework? 

a) child/his    b) child/their c) children/his d) children/their

11) A: “I have a headache.” B: “Wait here……… an aspirin for you. 

a) I get b) I’ll get c) I’m going to get d) I got

15) Maryam and Leila are good students, but Mona is …….. student in our class. 

a) better b) best c) the best d) well

16) His grandfather is ………..my grandfather. They are 80 both years old. 

a) as old as b) older than c) the oldest d) old

17) They have three boys. Ali is the ……………. and Reza is the……………. 

a) oldest / youngest b) older / younger c) tall / short d) taller / shorter
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F. Make the suitable questions.

My brother will travel to Turkey tomorrow.

18) who………………………………………………..

19) when……………………………………………….

12) where………………………………………………
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G. Correct the sentence structure

11) car /expensive / bicycle / a / than / isn’t / a / more /.

…………………………………………………………. 

21) ago / died out /75 years / The Persian /about  / lion /.

………………………………………………………….. 

23) protection / animals / need / endangered / and / attention /.

………………………………………………………………. 
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Writing 

H:Underline the adjectives in the following passage then put them in the right 

column.  

  There is a beautiful park near my house. It is very large. There are some people from 

other countries. I think they are Chinese. You can sit on the wooden chairs in this park. 

14)material 25) quality 26) nationality 27)size
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Reading 

I:Read the following passages and answer the questions. 

Text 

Bacteria and viruses are two important types of microbes. Bacteria are really important 

microbes. They are very small. They have only one cell. Bacteria can live in any area of 

the earth. They aren’t all bad; in fact you couldn’t live without some bacteria! 

Viruses are among the smallest microbes on the earth, even smaller than bacteria. They 

are different from bacteria because they cannot live on their own. Viruses need to be 

inside a living cell to live and grow. There aren’t many good things about viruses .They 

usually attack your body and make you sick! 

28. Where can bacteria live?

29.How are viruses different from bacteria?

30. Microbe is an important type of bacteria. a) true b) false

31. Viruses are as big as bacteria. a) true b)false

32. Bacteria have one cell. a) true b)false

33.Viruses can live in any place in the world. a) true b)false
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Listening 

J) answer the following questions

34) where is she going to go?  ………………………………………………… 

35) what will she do there?  ………………………………………………… 

36)what is interesting about Brazil?    …………………………………………………. 

37)where will Shahab go?     ………………………………………………… 

38)what did she buy for her mother?   …………………………………………………. 

39)what color was it?    ………………………………………………….. 

40)was it expensive?    …………………………………………………… 

41)what does she cook?    ……………………………………………………. 
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